
Airport Access



About Us 
Cominfo conducts worldwide trading in access 

control systems and manufacturing of gates 

and turnstiles over the past two decades. We 

develop a dynamic entrepreneurial spirit focused 

on performance and results, as the sphere of 

business operations and sales network are led 

exclusively by our experts and international 

partners. Our built and refined in-house solutions 

ensure state-of-the-art technology for public 

transport, energy industry, financial institutions, 

among others, belonging to us the total quality 

control. 

Cominfo’s products are marketed in over 50 

countries, and therefore we strive to maintain an 

excellent quality of service by having efficient 

technical support, capable of responding and 

reacting to the needs of our customers in a 

minimum time frame. Through close cooperation 

we gather constructive feedback in real time, 

allowing us to cultivate integrity and proper 

functioning of all our products.

Cominfo’s long-term vision is to continue creating 

value for its distributors through differentiated 

technologies and support services.
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E F F I C I E N T  S E C U R I T Y  -  S M O O T H  E X P E R I E N C E

Based on the increasing demand to enhance 
security level, as well as to introduce a new 
concept of intelligent management at airports, 
Cominfo is now offering a comprehensive 
access control solution. It covers all stages during 
departures, arrivals and operations, which involve 
both passengers and operators. 

Our user-friendly design of turnstiles and gates will 
improve passenger satisfaction by speeding up 
boarding and landing experience, while ensuring 
an easy and safe operability.

For operators, a wide range of product types and 
materials allows airports the ability to custom fi t 
high-traffi c areas to meet high-end environments. 
However, without ever neglecting the security 
needs. 

Cominfo Airport Access was meticulously planned 
out to simplify the working process and to improve 
management effi ciency levels for both airports 
and airlines. On the strength of our extensive 
background, Cominfo’s certifi ed products always 
fulfi ll any standard airport system, motivating a 
valuable and reliable cooperation.
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• Accessing Airside Area
• Boarding Gate
• VIP Lounge
• Upon Landing
• Immigration Control 
• Arrival Hall
• Flight Crew
• Lanes for Airport Staff
• Perimeter Protection
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S E L F - B O A R D I N G

A C C E S S I N G  A I R S I D E  A R E A
It is the checking point to reach the airside area, through 

which all airport passengers go. In this stage they must be 

provided with their respective boarding passes for further 

validation. For a great number of incoming passengers 

and to avoid long queues at this point, airports feel the 

urge to use high performance turnstiles, which have 

gradually been taking the place of human surveillance, 

and thus contributing for a more economical solution.  
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B O A R D I N G  G A T E

As the number of passengers increases every day, it is important for airports 

to use advanced solutions, to speed up the boarding process and yet to 

avoid overloading the staff, since they must stay highly focused on their work, 

especially in this last stage where passengers are ready to board the aircraft 

soon. Therefore, the answer lies in the investment of an automated solution for 

a faster boarding gate process, contributing for an environment with maximum 

security and consummate elegance.

E A S Y G A T E  S B G

is an innovative and integrated airport solution for accessing airside and 

self-boarding process, which meets security standards required by airport 

and airline operators, while providing an effi cient boarding experience 

for passengers in a stress-free way. By integrating a scanner for all types of 

boarding passes, user-friendly instructions on the LCD screen and a high-speed 

thermal printer, EasyGate SBG signifi cantly facilitates and speeds up the 

boarding process for passengers, avoiding queues and long waiting times.

• Thin cabinet effectively saving space at airports

• Wider lane for comfortable passage with cabin baggage

• Simple and fast operation speeding up passage fl ow

• Sophisticated control logic ensuring passenger safety

• Adjustable large LCD display for easy-friendly instruction

• Barcode scanner applicable to all types of boarding passes
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V I P  L O U N G E
The VIP Lounge is an exclusive facility designed with glamour in mind and meant to comfortably accommodate 

authorized passengers, providing them a pleasant passageway, even when carrying luggage. We can provide access 

to top-quality customer service and quieter area, which are basic requirements of VIP passengers in the airport terminal, 

without overlooking the importance of providing a safe environment.   

E A S Y G A T E  S G
is a modern turnstile with a stylish and elegant design, 

intended to be an easy-to-use and sophisticated entrance 

for VIP Lounges. Its cutting-edge technology and attractive 

visual impact make it easily suitable for any type of 

architectural environment within today’s modern airports.

• Maximum comfort and safety for VIP passengers

• Easy integration with smart devices for handy access control

• Large selection of housing materials to match interior design

• Possibility  for passengers with reduced mobility

• Smooth and quite operation to fi t in VIP environment
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U P O N  L A N D I N G
After landing, passengers must feel safe as long as they walk towards the terminal building. To enter the 

premises, these passengers will need to go through a comfortable turnstile, aiming to reach the landside area 

as fast as possible. The solution lies in the implementation of a sophisticated turnstile, to streamline the entrance 

system while keeping a high level of security, preventing passengers of returning back.   

E A S Y G A T E  H S A
is a modern solution with unobtrusive aesthetic 

appeal, making it the perfect choice for this area, 

which requires discrete security and rapid throughput 

for a large number of incoming passengers. Its 

full-height glass panels coupled with an effective 

anti-return functionality, are incontestably the main 

characteristics distinguishing this turnstile.
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• Maximum comfort for passengers with cabin luggage

• Personal safety ensured by sophisticated control logic

• Full-height glasses preventing unauthorized passage

• Anti-return feature functional for airside security

• Fast and smooth running without slowing the passage fl ow



I M M I G R A T I O N  C O N T R O L
Matters relating to the validity and authenticity of passports are security-sensitive, and therefore on the agenda 

of every airport in the world. For stricter and more accurate verifi cation of the passport details—where there is 

no room for failure—most airports still prefer the conventional way of using passport control desks, performed 

by their security personnel and complemented by one-way swing gates, which are elegant, practical, and with 

an attractive price.   

P E G A S  G A T E
is an aesthetics access solution suitable for airports, 

performing a reduced impact on their architecture. 

The gate opens the glass wings via remote control, 

guaranteeing the proper functioning of the airport 

security, as well as to aim at reducing costs.

• Fluent and noiseless operation for the offi cers

• Anti-return option for customs security needs

• Low energy consumption saving running costs

• Versatility for multiple installation 

• Reduced impact on architecture design

• Easily compatible with smart devices
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A R R I V A L  H A L L
While airport security watches over passengers in order to prevent any threats or potentially dangerous 

situations from arising or entering the country, it also needs to devote attention to the public standing in the 

arrival hall, ensuring they cannot reach the airside area. Therefore, a viable and economical solution can be 

the implementation of one-way swing gates, which effectively cover the standard requirements for this area.   

P E G A S  G A T E
is a versatile solution made of resistant material 

that enables passengers to travel in exceptional 

circumstances, including wheelchairs, golf carts and 

airport trolleys. Through radar, this one-way gate will 

open automatically for a safer passage, and once it 

is closed will not allow anyone in the arrival hall to go 

back into the airside area.
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• Anti-return function enhancing airside security

• Low energy consumption reducing operating costs

• Long durability due to strong material resistance

• Applicability to wheelchairs, golf carts and airport trolleys

• Fluent and fast running  for high arrival  traffi c

• Flexibility for multiple assembly



F L I G H T  C R E W
Today’s airport security has been tightened worldwide. Due to the high demand for security, it has become 

necessary to increase levels of compliance, and exercise strict control over all passengers including fl ight 

crew members, and thereby avoiding possible cases of security outbreaks. In order to achieve this, restricted 

channels coupled with secure turnstiles, are created to allow only the entrance of accredited pilots and fl ight 

attendants on the aircraft.   

E A S Y G A T E  L X
is an elegant solution with a modern access concept, 

made of stainless steel combined with glass or wood, 

making this product ideal for any type of modern 

airport these days. The turnstile is equipped with 

rapid and smooth sliding wings, thus contributing for 

a safe and comfortable passage.

• Maximum comfort and safety for fl ight crew

• Elegant appearance matching fl ight crew costumes

• Fluent running to coordinate with fl ight schedule

• Strict passage control ensuring a secure fl ight

• High reliability for effective airline management
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L A N E S  F O R  A I R P O R T  S T A F F
Nowadays, security related issues play a crucial role at airports, becoming increasingly important to restrict 

access to employees’ private areas—often located between land and airside area—thus avoiding the risk of 

intrusion into highly security-sensitive areas.   

R E X O N  G L A S S
turnstiles are a valuable, aesthetic and powerful 

solution. Its up-to-date features and highly secure 

mechanism allow a trouble-free passage of 

authorized personnel, enabled by an assortment of 

integrated access control devices, while preventing 

them from being injured. Due to the impressive 

surface with an elegant glazed fi nish, it creates an 

open appearance suitable for exquisite environments 

required by modern airports.
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• Possibility in different sizes for simple installation

• Comfortable passage experience improved by auto-adapted 

rotation to users’ footsteps

• Sophisticated control logic ensuring high level of safety

• Silent and fl uent running without affecting working environment

• Powerful electromagnetic brake for maximum security



P E R I M E T E R  P R O T E C T I O N
As the highest possible levels of attention and security are focused on the airport premises, new solutions 

have been brought forward in order to effectively protect the grounds enclosing the airport. Several entrances 

along the airport’s extensive perimeter are mainly intended for staff, ramp agents, vehicles and logistical 

transportation, thus resulting in the need to protect these vital areas, where sophisticated turnstiles create the 

ideal solution for increased expediency and reduction in personnel costs.   

R E X O N

are full-height turnstiles allowing staff-only passage, outfi tted 

with modern and sophisticated access control devices. 

Its sturdy design lends itself to strength and durability, 

easily exceeding all quality control standards, therefore 

guaranteeing a complete solution while withstanding harsh 

and extreme conditions in outdoor installations.

• Sophisticated control logic guaranteeing maximum user safety

• Fast and fl uent running, enhancing the working process

• Effective blocking system plus extra electromagnetic brake for higher 

perimeter security

• Anti-vandalism ensuring long durability 

• Solid material and effective drainage system to withstand harsh 

outdoor conditions
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COMINFO, Inc. 
Nabrezi 695, 760 01 Zlin, Czech Republic

Tel.: +420 603 151 333, fax: +420 570 570 400
e-mail: cominfo@cominfo.cz


